JOB TITLE: (JOB CODE – KHUDORASOA)
SOA Integrator and / or Developer – (3 Positions)
TECHINICAL EXPERIENCE:
 Good communication skill – speaking, reading, listening and writing in English.
 Overall and significant proven Hands-On experience of at least 5-7 years in designing, developing,
providing PROD support for REST based and / or SOAP based webservices on real time projects
from Conceptualize, Design, Develop, Deploy and Maintenance on PROD support
 Proven expertise of using IDEs like JDeveloper 12c or Eclipse
 Proven evidence to demonstrate to setup and work on the environments like DEV, QA, PRE-PROD
and PROD Environments for Application or Product deployment including that of installation and
configuration
 3+ Experienced in setting up Continuous Integration(CI), Continuous Deployment (CD)
Environment for SOA 12c / SOA 11g components with Build / Deployment / Testing
 5+ years in any of the scripting language like ANT, PYTHON, WLST automation including WebLogic
12c Administration experience
 6+years in development experience using Oracle Fusion Middleware 12c / 11g Components that
includes Java/JEE, Oracle SOA suite 12c / 11g, BPEL 12c / 11g and Oracle Service Bus (OSB) 12c /
11g, Oracle Mediator, XML, XSLT, XPath, JMS / AQ / MQ, Adapters etc
 Minimum 2+ years in API Management, Cloud/Mobile Integration, iPaaS solution
 Should possess fire to continually improve code
ROLES & RESPONSILITIES:
 Able to comfortably do Application or Product Analysis, Designing, Strong Hands Coding, Testing,
Deploy and Maintain the product or app across the environments
 Identify the various components that needs to be deployed or configured in the target
environments which includes Oracle SOA 11g, (BPEL, Mediator, Adapters, Transformation), Oracle
Service Bus 12c / 11g (OSB)
 Ensure SOA / Integration and process design conforms to open standards such as BPMN 2.0
modeling standards, BPEL, WS-* standards, http 1.1, SOAP 1.2 and best practices including that
of HSTS etc.
 Develop webservice interfaces using SOA / Fusion Middleware suite of products that includes
Oracle WebLogic 12c/ 11g, Oracle SOA Suite 12c/ 11g and OSB 12c/ 11g, Oracle Data Integrator
(ODI) 12c/ 11g, BPM, BPEL, XML, XSLT, XPath, JMS/AQ/MQ, JDeveloper 12c/ 11g, Adapters,
PL/SQL. MariaDB, Oracle DB and JEE/Java
 Develop and implement reusable technical frameworks such as Error Handling, Logging,
Monitoring and Audit and Notification frameworks
 Create configuration scripts (automation) for environment specific properties and automated
integration testing scripts to verify/validate the deployment
 Identify and fix issues with Middleware environments in WebLogic domains Communicating and
collaborating with Developers, Operations and Customers.
 Must be able to integrate and / or consume REST and / or SOAP webservice interfaces or APIs of
social media like Facebook, Twitter, Gmail, LinkedIn and products from of BFSI, Telecom etc



Should be able to do installation and configuration on his / her local environment as well on other
environments.

QUALIFICATION:
HSC / Diploma / Degree / Masters (any stream of engineering or graduation)
SALARY RANGE:
1. As per industry standard. Open for right and deserving candidate(s)
2. Base salary rate commensurate with experience plus annualized bonus potential.
3. Additional benefits include options such as Medical/Dental/Life Insurance and a full complement
of personal and professional benefits.
NOTE:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Opportunity to work in a challenging but cohesive work culture and caring client environment
Hands on to develop world class innovative products using state of the art technology stack tools
During Interview Hands On demonstration is a must
Immediate joiners and / or candidates with certifications are preferred.
Candidates looking for contract basis can also apply
Notice period buyout option for right candidates.

